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QUESTION 1

What is the function of the HBA in an HP heterogeneous SAN? 

A. allows a server to communicate with other fabrics 

B. provides a direct fiber interconnect between the server and the storage system 

C. allows a server to communicate with other SAN devices 

D. provides a direct SCSI interconnect between the server and theFibre Channel switch 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

What is a fabric hop? 

A. an ISL connection that provides data routing between any two switches B. a map between an input port and an
outputE_Port to reach the next port 

C. the best path between any two switches in the fabric 

D. a chain of switches from the sources to the destination that allows two devices to communicate 

E. each fibre connection between the host and storage 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You are preparing a series of presentations form data you collected in an interview with your customer. Within one
presentation, you have a Future Plans?, section and your notes include information about TCO and ROI of your
solution. 

Which member of the CxO team would be most interested in this information? 

A. IT Director 

B. Chief Executive Officer (CEO) 

C. Chief Operation Officer (COO) 

D. Chief Financial Officer (CFO) 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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When should you implement fabric zoning? (Select two.) 

A. when you want to limit the maximum number of node port in a fabric, based on what is supported by the storage
system 

B. when inter-switch link trunking between core switches is implemented 

C. when you want to isolate known interaction problems in a heterogeneous SAN environment 

D. when you want to improve SAN performance when the application runs slowly 

E. when you have HP OpenVMS and Tru64 UNIX operating systems connected to the same storage subsystem 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

Which SAN extension technology should you propose if the distance between the data centers is 600 km? 

A. WDM 

B. FCIP 

C. Fibre Channel with long-wave transceivers 

D. ATM 

Correct Answer: B 
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